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Abstract

By numerically calculating the relevant electromagnetic fields and charge current den-
sities, we show how local charges and currents near subwavelength structures govern light
transmission through subwavelength apertures in a real metal film. The illumination of a
single aperture generates surface waves; and in the case of slits, generates them with high
efficiency and with a phase close to −π with respect to a reference standing wave estab-
lished at the metal film front facet. This phase shift is due to the direction of induced charge
currents running within the slit walls. The surface waves on the entrance facet interfere with
the standing wave. This interference controls the profile of the transmission through slit
pairs as a function of their separation. We compare the calculated transmission profile for a
two-slit array to simple interference models and measurements [?].

OCIS codes: Optics at surfaces (240.0240); Surface plasmons (240.6680); Surface waves
(240.6690)
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1. Introduction

Determining light transmission through small single apertures and periodic aperture arrays
might appear to be a straight-forward problem of physical optics. For over a half century, how-
ever, a wide range of measurement techniques, theoretical predictions and numerical calcula-
tions have resulted in disparate, sometimes contradictory conclusions. The story up to about the
beginning of 2009 has been recently reviewed for 1-D slit arrays [?]. This review contains ex-



tensive references to earlier work on light transmission through subwavelength apertures prior
to 2009. Published studies of light transmission through subwavelength apertures have contin-
ued unabated in 2009 [?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?] and 2010 [?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?] with increasing
interest in annular or coaxial apertures [?, ?, ?]. Since transmission through apertures is closely
related to transmission through wave guides, proper understanding of the relevant physics is
critical to new applications such as subwavelength resonant wave guide networks [?]. Another
review on transmission through subwavelength apertures and aperture arrays, reflecting the
point of view of those authors, has recently appeared [?].

Theoretical approaches to transmission through slit and hole arrays have been developed on
the basis of optical grating theory [?], analytic solutions to the scalar Helmholtz wave equation,
or Maxwell’s vector field equations on which periodic boundary conditions have been imposed.
Numerical approaches such as the transfer matrix method [?, ?] have also been proposed. The
results obtained using these methods are often interpreted in terms of modes or bands that are
collective properties of the entire array.

Here transmission is examined from the perspective of classical electrodynamics. The scat-
tered electromagnetic (EM) field is calculated numerically using a full three-dimensional (3D)
finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) technique applied to Maxwell’s equations. In addition
to the EM fields, the charge current densities induced near the dielectric metal interfaces on the
incident surface and within the aperture walls are also determined. These currents are sources
for the local magnetic fields (H-fields) that figure importantly in the essential physics of the
light transmission through subwavelength structures. We consider a single subwavelength slit
and a pair of slits in a Ag film. These two very simple structures bring out most of the relevant
physics applicable to periodic arrays with a greater number of elements. Figure ?? shows the
geometrical layout and coordinate orientation for the two cases.

2. Transmission through a single subwavelength slit

2.1. General Properties

We calculate the interaction between an electromagnetic plane wave with electric and mag-
netic field amplitudes E0, H0, centered around a free-space wavelength λ0 = 514.5 nm, and a
Ag film deposited on a glass substrate with index n = 1.46. The index of refraction is sym-
metric on the entrance and exit interfaces of the Ag film, and the material index of the slit is
set to n = 1.46 as well. This setup corresponds to an experimental situation in which the Ag
film is sandwiched between two glass plates and the apertures are filled with index-matching
fluid. The complex permittivity of Ag is taken from a standard compilation [?], and the thick-
ness of the Ag film is set to 200 nm, the same film thickness as in the two-slit transmission
studies described in Section ??. The physical and material parameters chosen for these finite-
difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulations are typical of those used in previously reported
measurements [?]. The simulations consist in applying the FDTD numerical algorithm to solve
Maxwell’s equations in 3D. The results of the calculations are obtained in the form of phasor
fields Feiϕ . The results presented here employed a total-field-scattered-field (TFSF) source, al-
though a plane-wave source at various distances from the incident facet was also investigated to
insure that the results were not dependent on source position. Perfectly matched layers (PMLs)
were used to suppress spurious numerical reflections, and the metal film extended through
the PMLs along the X ,Y directions to insure this suppression to negligible levels. The overall
computational space varied somewhat over the course of these studies, but typical values were
4.5 µm in the X direction, 3.5 µm in the Y direction, and 3 µm in the Z direction. The numer-
ical field solutions were converged to better that one part in 105. The grid size along the X ,Y
directions was 2 nm and along Z, 5 nm. The dependence of the results on grid size was tested
by decreasing the grid increment along X from 2 nm to 1 nm with no change in the calculated



Fig. 1. Schematic of the one- and two-slit structures: (a) Incident surface XY plane with
50 nm slit milled in a 200 nm thick Ag film. (b) Section cut in the XZ plane. (c) Incident
surface XY plane of two-slit structure separated by a variable pitch ranging over 3 to 4
wavelengths of the characteristic surface wave generated by light incident normal to the
XY plane. (d) Section cut in the XZ plane of the two-slit structure. The dielectric index
of refraction surrounding the structures and within the slits is taken to be that of the glass
microscope slides used in experiments [?], n = 1.46. The plane-wave illumination is taken
to be single-frequency at the Ar-ion laser green line, 514.5 nm.

fields to 4 significant figures. Figure ??(a) shows a section cut in the XZ plane of the standing
wave set up by an incident plane wave reflected from an unstructured Ag film. The standing
wave is established in front of the entrance facet with the maximal H-field amplitude (. 2H0)
adjacent to the interface. The amplitude H0 is the maximum amplitude of the incident H-field
component. The E-field amplitude ' 0 at the interface, and both E- and H-fields diminish ex-
ponentially into the metal. The penetration is characterized by the skin depth, and in the visible
region the skin depth of Ag is 25 nm to 30 nm. The slight modulation in amplitude along the X
direction is due to the finite spot size of the incident light [?]. Figure ??(b) shows how the field
is modified by a 50 nm slit milled into the Ag film. The amplitude of the standing wave around
the slit entrance is markedly attenuated, while some light-wave transmission to the exit facet is
clearly evident. The third panel, Fig. ?? (c) shows the amplitude of the net scattered field Hscat
after the reference standing wave, panel (a), has been subtracted from the total scattered field
shown in panel (b). The reference, total, and net scattered fields are related by

Htot = Href +Hscat (1)

The field Hscat is obtained by point-for-point matrix subtraction of the reference field Href
from the total field Htot.

The surface waves are clearly evident on the incident and exit facets. Guided waves, propa-
gating within the slit from the entrance to the exit side, are also observed.

Media 1 is a frame from a movie showing how the surface waves emanate from the slit when
illuminated by the incident standing wave. The left panel shows the standing wave for reference
and the right panel the net scattered H-field. It can be seen quite clearly from the movie that H-



Fig. 2. (a) Reference field amplitude Re
[
Hnorm

ref
]
, normalized to maximum amplitude

Re
[
Hmax

ref
]
. (b) Total field amplitude Re [Hnorm

tot ] normalized as in (a). (c) Net scattered field
amplitude Re [Hnorm

scat ] normalized as in (a). Note opposite amplitude color code (deep red
vs deep blue) between Hnorm

ref adjacent to the front Ag facet in panel (a) and Hnorm
scat at the

slit entrance in panel (c), consistent with phase map in Fig. ??. Length spans on each panel:
X = 3.2 µm, Z = 1.335 µm.

field components of the surface wave and the standing wave at the unstructured surface appear
to be−π out of phase. Note also the presence of H-field throughout the slit and the transmission
of the EM field from the incident to the exit side. On the the exit surface a second, weaker train
of surface waves is evident together with waves propagating into space.

The appearance in Fig. 3 (right panel) of the out-of-phase relation between the scattered wave
at the slit entrance and the incident standing wave (left panel) is confirmed by the static phase
map of Fig. ??. This figure shows the phase of Hscat in detail around the slit region, relative
to that of Href. The standing wave reference phase has been set equal to zero at the incident
surface. The phase values range from −π to +π radians, and the greatest relative scattered H-
field phase, ϕscat =−3.1405 radians, is located on the slit centerline, about 10 nm to the left of
the front facet.

2.2. Effect of Metal Film Thickness on Light Transmission through a Single Slit

Although Media 1 shows significant light transmission through the slit, in fact the transmission
depends sensitively on the metal film thickness. The term “transmission” T has a precise mean-
ing. It is the ratio of the Z component of the energy flux (Poynting vector) detected leaving the
exit plane, integrated over the area of the detector Adet, to the Z component of the energy flux
from the source, integrated over the area of the source As entering on the incident side.

T =

∫
Adet

Pz dAdet∫
As

Pz dAs
(2)



Fig. 3. Frame from Media 1. Left panel shows amplitude Re
[
Hnorm

ref
]

and the right panel
amplitude of H-field, Re[Hnorm

scat ]. The surface waves propagate along the two dielectric-
metal interfaces. After about two optical cycles they appear to stabilize in amplitude and
phase. Length span X = 3.2 µm, Z = 1.335 µm.

Fig. 4. Phase map of Hscat relative to Href. The color bar limits are ±π radians. Along the
slit centerline the point of maximum phase is 10 nm to the left of the vertical surface line.
At that point ϕscat =−3.1405 radians. The map also shows the phase variation of the waves
propagating on the incident and exit surfaces and the spatial variation of the phase within
the slit volume. Spatial dimensions: vertical, X = 3.2 µm; horizontal, Z = 0.300 µm.

where Pz is the component of the Poynting vector perpendicular to the metal planes. One is
usually more interested in the ratio of Pz exiting the slit to Pz illuminating the slit on the input
side rather than the energy flux from the source. The “normalized” transmission Tnorm is the
ratio of the energy flux detected on the exit side to the energy flux passing through the cross
sectional area of the slit.

Tnorm =

∫
PzdAdet/Aslit∫

PzdAs/As
= T

As

Aslit
(3)

The size and position of Adet was varied to insure the invariance of T . Figure ?? shows the
calculated transmission through a 2µm long slit, 50 nm wide (Fig. ??), over a range of thickness
from 100 nm to 350 nm. The two maxima correspond to Fabry-Perot-like resonances within
the slit volume for the first half-wave and full wave of the light within the slit. Note that the



Fig. 5. Calculated transmission Tnorm through a single subwavelength slit as a function of
metal film thickness. The peaks are due to Fabry-Perot cavity resonances set up within the
slit volume.

transmission ratio from the peak around 161 nm thickness to baseline is ' 3.5.
Figure ?? shows plots of the total E- and H-field intensities along the Z axis within the slit

and along the slit centerline for the two maxima. The first transmission maximum corresponds
to a standing half-wave E-, H-field with E-field maximum intensity at the slit center; while the
second transmission maximum corresponds to a standing full wave with an E-field intensity
node at the center. From the positions of the E-field peaks and the H-field nodes in Fig. ?? we
can calculate the effective wavelength of the standing wave and therefore the effective wave-
length of the propagating mode in the cavity. We find λeff = 228 nm, and the effective index
of refraction within the slit neff = 1.54. This effective index is 5.5% higher than n = 1.46. The
transverse profile of the propagating mode in the slit is the lowest order symmetric “plasmon
slot wave guide mode” discussed by Dionne et al. [?].

From the ratio of the transmission at the slit exit and entrance, τ , we can apply a Fabry-Perot
analysis to obtain the absorptive loss A within the cavity, the reflectivity R and the finesse F
[?].

τ =

(
1− A

1−R

)2

(4)

F =
π
√

R

1−R
(5)

We determine from the first transmission maximum the reflectivity R = 0.58 and a finesse
F = 5.7. Clearly this Fabry-Perot “etalon” exhibits low finesse due to the small index contrast
between the interior of the slit and the incident and exit space and absorptive loss in the metal
walls as the propagating mode passes through the slit.

2.3. Current densities on the front facet and in the slit walls

The presence of the standing wave on the front facet results in the harmonically time-varying
H-field adjacent to the metal, inducing charge currents at and just below the surface. When
discontinuities in the surface are present, such as slits or holes, these currents “charge” the
edges just as an oscillating current charges a capacitor. The result is an oscillating charge density



Fig. 6. (a) Filled red circles: calculated E-field intensity; filled blue squares: calculated H-
field intensity along Z on the slit centerline (see Fig ?? b) for Ag film thickness of 162 nm.
Dashed vertical lines indicate the position of the incident and exit Ag film XY planes. (b)
Same plot as (a) but for Ag film thickness of 272 nm. The out-of-phase intensity distribution
between E- and H-fields indicates a standing wave within the slit.

dipole near the slit corners on the incident side. The presence of this charge dipole also induces
current flow along the slit walls, and these oscillating wall currents function as local sources
for the H-fields within the slit. Media 2 illustrates the influence of the induced currents Jx,Jz,
acting as a local sources for the EM fields present near and within the slit volume.

The current density components Jx,Jz are calculated from the E-field components using the
proportionality of current to field in good conductors,

Jx = σEx and Jz = σEz (6)

where σ is the conductivity of the metal. These E-field components are nonnegligible within the
skin depth near the metal-dielectric interfaces. The conductivity σAg of the metal is complex,
and at optical frequencies the imaginary part is dominant [?]. The result is that the oscillating
current density along the front facet (Jx) is in phase with the reference H-field as can be easily
seen in Media 2. The currents Jz running in the slit walls, Fig. 7(c), are the source of the H-field
within the slit near the entrance, oscillating in opposite phase to Href.

The amplitude of Hscat within the slit just at the entrance (Fig. ?? d) is about 62 % of the
reference field Href, and the amplitude of the surface waves traveling along ±x, away from the



Fig. 7. Media 2 frame showing: (a) standing wave resulting from reflection of an incident
plane wave on a plane Ag surface. (b) A component of the induced current density run-
ning near the incident surface in the positive X direction. (c) Current density components
running in the slit wall along the Z direction. (d) Amplitudes of Hscat, normalized to the
maximum amplitude of Href, produced by the current density components. Color code: red,
green, blue; positive, null, negative amplitudes, respectively.

slit origin on each side, is about is about 25 % of Href. Figure ?? plots the amplitude of the
surface wave 2 nm in front of the incident facet. The plot shows the relatively strong negative
amplitude just above the slit entrance and the amplitudes of the regularly spaced surface waves
propagating away from the slit on either side. It is worth noting that the wavelength of the
surface waves is not quite regular, ' 318 nm at the periphery and slightly shorter, about '
308 nm, in the immediate vicinity of the slit. The surface plasmon polariton (spp) wavelength,
calculated from the Raether formula [?] and from the tabulated material constants of Ag [?] is
λspp = 309.4 nm.

3. Transmission in two-slit arrays

Adding a second slit to the structure sets up an interaction between the two slits that modulates
the transmission intensity as a function of slit separation. Figure ??(c) shows the basic layout
for the numerical simulations and Fig. ?? shows the log (base 10) of the calculated transmission
as a function of slit separation. The plot is normalized to the transmission from a single slit.

The modulation clearly shows minima at slit separations very close to integral numbers of
surface wave wavelengths (calculated from the Raether formula [?]) for spp waves ' 309 nm.
The two-slit phase map of Hscat in Fig. ?? shows that the magnetic field component of the sur-
face waves is −π out of phase with respect to the incident standing wave, Href, and therefore
partially cancels Href when the slits are separated by an integer number of surface-wave wave-
lengths. Thus interference between the surface wave and the standing wave established at the
incident metal-dielectric boundary is the primary effect controlling the transmission modulation
traced out in Fig. ??.

This interference is explicitly illustrated in Fig. ??. The figure plots the absolute value of
the H-field components of the total field Htot, the incident field Href and the net scattered field
Hscat related by Eq. (??). Panel (a) shows the amplitude of the H-field component of the inci-



Fig. 8. Amplitude of Hscat, normalized to Href at the surface plotted against the distance on
either side of the slit centerline. The plot corresponds to a vertical cut in Fig. 7(d), 2 nm to
the left of the front facet.

Fig. 9. Log (base 10) of transmission as a function of slit separation for a two-slit array.
The transmission is normalized to that of a single slit. Slit dimensions are the same as in
the one-slit studies. The intensity modulation pattern shows minima very close to integral
numbers of the Raether λ spp = 309.4 nm.



Fig. 10. Phase map of the scattered H-field (Hscat) relative to the phase of the standing
wave H-field (Href) for a two-slit structure separated by 618 nm, twice the spp wavelength
of λsurf = 309 nm. The color bar limits are ±π radians. The map shows that the surface
wave phase is very close to −π radians at the position of the slits, that a standing wave
sets up between the slits, and that surface waves propagate away from the slits on the sides
exterior to the slit pair. Spatial dimensions same as in Fig. ??

dent standing wave Href close to the dielectric-metal interference on an unstructured surface.
Panels (b), (d) show Htot in the vicinity of two-slit structures. Panel (b) specifies a centerline-
to-centerline slit separation of 618 nm (2λspp), a position of transmission minimum in Fig. ??,
while panel (d) shows the same field component at a slit separation of 772.5 nm (2.5λspp),
near a position of transmission maximum. Panels (c), (e) show the net scattered field around
the same slit layouts. When the two slits are separated by an integral number of surface wave
wavelengths, the surface waves issuing from each slit arrive at the site of its neighbor nearly
an integral number of π radians out of phase with the reference standing wave. The result-
ing destructive interference minimizes the local H-field and the consequent local currents and
charge dipoles that are responsible for transmission to the exit side. A standing surface wave is
established between the slits, and the surface waves propagate away from the slits on the sides
exterior to the slit pair in the ∓X directions. Note in panel (b) of Fig. ?? the strong cancella-
tion of the total field on the incident side at the position of the slits and the consequent weak
scattered field within the slits and on the exit side in panel (c). Note also that panel (c) shows
significantly more scattered surface-wave field, compared to panel (e), along the incident in-
terface. The reason is that slit separations minimizing transmission must maximize reflection,
and reflection can appear either as propagating or surface waves traveling back along −Z and
±X . In contrast to panels (b), (c) the field components shown in panels (d), (e) exhibit strong
total and scattered fields within the slits and on the incident and exit surfaces. Note the strong
standing surface waves between the slits on both sides of the Ag film. The transmission through
the slits of the scattered waves at conditions of minimal and maximal transmission can be visu-
alized through the animation of Media 3.



Fig. 11. Panel (a): H-field amplitude of the reference standing wave, Href, on the plane
Ag surface. Color bar spans maximum and minimum field amplitude. The two vertical
black lines denote the Ag film thickness, 200 nm. Note that Href has maximum amplitude
adjacent to the surface and penetrates the metal to the skin depth. Panels (b), (c): Amplitude
of the total H-field (Htot) and scattered H-field Hscat, respectively, with slit pitch equal to
2λspp. Note relatively strong scattered field on incident surface, weak field within slits, and
minimal transmission at this slit pitch. Panels (d), (e): Htot, Hscat with slit pitch 2.5λspp near
transmission maximum. Length span X = 3.2 µm, Z = 0.300 µm.

Fig. 12. Frame from Media 3. Left panel: Hscat on two-slit structure with slit pitch of 2λspp.
Note strong amplitude of scattered surface waves on the incident facet propagating away
from the slits in ±X direction and relatively weak transmitted propagation to the exit side.
Right panel: Hscat on two-slit structure with slit pitch of 2.5λspp. Note large standing wave
on entrance facet between slits, strong field in the slit and relatively strong amplitude of
transmitted propagating wave. Color code: red, green, blue; positive, null, negative ampli-
tudes, respectively.



Fig. 13. Plot of FDTD results for far-field transmission through two slits (solid circles) and
a fit of Eq. (??) to the FDTD calculation (solid line).

4. Comparison of FDTD results to interference models and measurements

4.1. Comparison to models

A simple model for the transmission profile has been proposed [?] that takes into account
interference between the incident and surface waves on the entrance facet, transmission through
the slits, and interference on the exit facet between the guided waves emerging from each slit
and the surface waves produced by them on the exit side of the Ag film. The expression for
the transmission in the far-field, taking into account multiple reflections at slit openings on the
front and back surface, Eq. (5) of Ref. [?], is

η
(∞)(p) =

{
1+
(
β0β

′
0
)2−2β0β

′
0 cos

[(
2π

λspp

)
p+ϕ

]}−2

(7)

where β0 is the fraction of the incident amplitude converted to surface waves at a given slit
and β ′0 is the fraction of the surface wave amplitude reconverted to a propagating mode at the
opposite slit, p is the pitch, λspp is the surface plasmon polariton wavelength, and ϕ is the phase
of the surface wave with respect to the incident H-field. The product of the two coefficients
β0,β

′
0 is treated as a single parameter and essentially functions as the “reflectivity” in a Fabry-

Perot resonator. Figure ?? shows a nonlinear least-squares fit of Eq. (??) to the FDTD results.
The values of β0β ′0 and ϕ used to obtain the best nonlinear least squares fit are ββ ′ = 0.49 and
ϕ =−0.91π , respectively. The best-fit phase parameter is reasonably consistent with the FDTD
results of ϕ =−0.97π .

The interference expression of Eq. (??) does not take into account the short-lived, transient
surface waves that are present close to the slit origin [?] or the absorptive losses due to the Ag
metal. In order to account for these effects we have modified the transmission expression of
Eq. (??),

η
∞
mod(p) =

{(
1+ k0e−k1 p

)2
e−2kAg p(ββ

′)2−

2
(

1+ k0e−k1 p
)(

e−kAg p
)

ββ
′ cos(2πk2 p+ϕ)

}−2
(8)

The term 1+ k0e−k1 p represents the rapid decay of unstable surface wave transients close to
the slit center and the factor e−kAg p represents slow decay due to absorptive dissipation of the



Fig. 14. Lossy multiple reflection model fit, Eq. (??), to FDTD results (solid circles).

Fig. 15. Comparison of measured transmission [?] to FDTD numerical simulations.

stable surface wave as it propagates along the Ag surface. The value of kAg = 0.0805λ−1
sppunits,

is calculated from the Raether formula [?] using the imaginary part of the Ag permittivity [?].
The factor k2 was inserted to allow for best-fit scaling of the surface wave wavelength and ϕ is
again the phase of the surface wave relative to the reference field.

Figure ?? show the results of the nonlinear least squares fitting. The best-fit values for β0β ′0
and ϕ are β0β ′0 = 0.33± 0.01 and ϕ = −0.88π ± 0.01. The other parameters are found to be
k0 = 0.8±0.3,k1 = 2.0±0.9λspp units, k2 = 0.987±0.003λspp units. The ± values are 95 %
confidence limits. With this modified model ϕ is still close to −π , and the value of k1 implies
that the transient surface modes damp away∼ λspp. From the best-fit scaling of the surface wave
wavelength we find λsurface = 313 nm, slightly longer than λspp (309 nm). The good overall fit of
Eq. (??) to the FDTD “data” inspires confidence that the “lossy multiple reflection interference”
model captures the essential physics of optical transmission through subwavelength slits.

4.2. Comparison to measurements

Quantitative measurement of optical transmission profiles for slit arrays as a function of slit
separation and array elements have already been reported [?]. Figure ?? shows the measured



transmission intensity for an array of two slits and the present 3-D FDTD simulation results
with very similar optical, geometrical, and material parameters. The general features of maxima
and minima positions are in agreement, but the measurements show more marked amplitude
fluctuations than the FDTD results. This is hardly surprising since real experiments involve
measurement uncertainties to which numerical computations are not subject. In particular the
experiments collected transmitted light in the far field through a microscope objective, and the
efficiency of this collection may vary with slit separation. This variation might possibly be
the reason for disparity between the measured and simulated transmission amplitudes around
the peak at 3.5λspp units. Improved experimental control of critical measurement parameters
would permit comparison not only of maxima and minima positions but also the amplitude and
line shape of the transmission profile. Confirmation of the Fabry-Perot-like transmission profile
would lend further credence to the lossy multiple reflection model.

5. Summary

We have reported here a numerical study of the light transmission through a single slit and the
transmission profile as a function of slit separation for light issuing from two subwavelength
slits milled in a Ag metal film. The parameters of illumination wavelength, slit width, dielectric
and metal material properties were all chosen to allow simulations to match as closely as pos-
sible experiments performed earlier [?]. The numerical solution to Maxwell’s equations was
carried out using a 3-D, FDTD numerical algorithm. The simulations reveal how the transmis-
sion profile is controlled principally by interference between the standing wave and surface
waves at the front facet as well as interference at the exit side between light emerging from
the slits and surface waves propagating on the back surface. In addition a weak Fabry-Perot
multiple reflection effect within the slits leads to significant modulation of the transmission as a
function of metal film thickness. When the slit separation is near half-integer multiples of λspp,
and the film thickness is near half- or full-integer wavelengths of the guided mode within the
slit “cavity,” optimal transmission is achieved. Surface waves are launched at the slit sites on
the incident facet with fairly high efficiency (∼ 55% of the incident amplitude) and the phys-
ical basis of the “launch” is local charge density dipoles accumulating at the slit corners from
induced currents within the skin depth of the front metal surface. These currents are induced
by the harmonically oscillating standing-wave H-field that is established at the dielectric-metal
interface. The charge dipoles built up at the corners on the front face also induce charge cur-
rents running in the slit walls that serve as local sources of H-field within the slits. The direction
of these induced charge currents, Jx,Jz synchronously converging toward and diverging away
from the slit corners, produce H-fields at openings and within the slits −π out of phase with
respect to the reference H-field. Fitting a lossy, multiple reflection interference model to the
FDTD results reproduces all the features of the numerically calculated transmission profile.
The fitting parameters ββ ′ and ϕ , the surface-wave conversion efficiency and surface-wave
phase, are consistent with the directly calculated FDTD data. Finally comparison with previ-
ously published results for slit transmission show good agreement with the position of nodes
and antinodes but significant differences in the interference fringe contrast and detailed shape
of the line profile. Further work on reducing experimental uncertainties, improving and refining
the earlier results appears warranted.
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